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Description of

REFERENCES Additional Files.
 EHP_Scripts_revised.zip: Supplemental Python script and relevant data files. Tables S1 through S3. Tables S1, S2, and S3 provide information on NHANES 2009-2010  chemicals from Groups A, B, and C, respectively. From left to right, the columns in this table are:  "NHANES Code", the label used by NHANES to identify the concentration of a given chemical measured in the urine or serum of subjects;  "DSSTox RID", the source record identifier for the chemical in the DSSTox database (US Environmental Protection Agency 2016a);  "DSSTox SID", the generic substance identifier for the chemical in the DSSTox database;  "NHANES Chemical Name", the name given for the chemical in the NHANES 2009-2010 documentation;  "CASN", a Chemical Abstract Service Registry Number corresponding to the chemical;  "NHANES File", the name of the NHANES SAS transport (XPT) file that contains concentration information for the chemical; and  "Proportion > Median", the estimated proportion of US residents (based on subject weights) in which the chemical concentration is greater than the median concentration.
Description of
One can find detailed information on any chemical listed in these tables by entering the relevant DSSTox SID into the CompTox Dashboard search engine (US Environmental Protection Agency 2016b). Tables S4 through S6. Tables S4, S5 , and S6 provide information about concordance percentages obtained between sets of prevalent combinations obtained using the entire subsample A, B, or C, respectively, from NHANES 2009-2010 or partitions the subsample. Row names indicate the first set of prevalent combinations ( ) considered in computing the concordance percentage. For example, "A/30%" indicates the set of prevalent combinations obtained when applying FIM to all of subsample A using a minimum prevalence level of 30% and "A:P2/30%" indicates the set of prevalent combinations obtained when applying FIM to just the second partition of subsample A using a minimum prevalence level of 30%. Column names indicate the second set of prevalent combination ( ) considered in computing the concordance percentage. These are named using the same convention. Table S6 . Listing of concordance percentages between sets of prevalent combinations obtained using the entire subsample C from NHANES 2009-2010 or partitions thereof.
C/40% C:P1/40% C:P2/40% C:P3/40% C:P4/40% C/38% C:P1/38% C:P2/38% C:P3/38% C:P4/38% Figure S1 . Presence-absence map (black indicates present) illustrating 33 maximal prevalent combinations of Group C chemicals from subgroups C1, C2, and C4 (cf. Section 2.1.1 of manuscript). The maximal prevalent combinations were identified by omitting Subgroup C3 chemicals from consideration and then applying FIM with discretization thresholds set at the 50 th percentiles and a minimum prevalence level of 24%. NHANES codes along the top of the figure indicate Group C chemicals, and these are organized into subgroups C1, C2, and C4. (Note that subgroup C3 has been omitted.) The observed prevalence number at the right of each row indicates the proportion of US residents in which the given combination was observed to occur.
